Confocal laser scanning microscopy of human cementocytes: analysis of three-dimensional image reconstruction.
In order to define a practical method for a quantitative-qualitative analysis of dental hard tissue cells, we have studied cementocytes of human teeth using Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM), a research technique based on laser light microscopic analysis of biological samples stained for fluorescence observation. One thousand and eight hundred cementocyte images were analyzed. CLSM allowed improved tissue imaging, bi-dimensional pictures with better resolution at cellular level and, in particular, the possibility of a three-dimensional image reconstruction, thus providing a dynamic view of the cell under different situations. CLSM allowed a careful morphological observation and dimensional analysis of cementocytes at cellular resolution: cementocyte dimensional parameters like cell body without cell processes, cell dimensions with cell processes, and the number of cellular processes could be obtained. In conclusion, this study reports the fine definition of cementocytes at microscopic level by CSLM and the results warrant the use of this technique for further comparative analyses between normal and pathological cementocyte cells, e.g. cementum neoplasia and periodontal disease which still await a clear analytical description at cellular level.